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This journal publishes articles on the many aspects of multilingua-
lism and multiculturalism. From the beginning it has aimed to range
widely in all ways, covering, for example, contributions to theory,
reports of research studies, descriptions of educational policies and
systems, and accounts of teaching or learning strategies and
assessment procedures. We are most concerned about the benefits
and disadvantages of learning two or more languages from early
childhood, the rights and obligations of minorities and the value to a
community of an interaction between cultures..

Our experience so far indicates that there is a rich vein of high
quality papers in all corners of the world, and a corresponding,
committed readership involved actively in the opportunities, difficul-
ties and challenges of bilingual, multilingual and multicultural com-
munities. It is clear that a great deal of very good work is going on in
many quarters. One prime function of the Journal of Multilingual and
Multicultural Development is to disseminate views and experiences
as widely as possible. The articles are supported in this task by
sections which give short reports of works in progress, book reviews
and letters from readers.
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is indispensable for everyone concerned with the teaching and learning of foreign
languages, including English as a second or foreign language:

# keeps readers up to date with a minimum expenditure of time and money
# offers comprehensive cover of the field in a compact and inexpensive form
# articles from nearly 400 journals from all parts of the world are selected and

abstracted by experts
# international experience published in many languages is made accessible to an

English-reading audience
# information about good practice in classroom teaching and effective language

learning, as well as the latest research findings

Published Quarterly

In every issue:
# a state-of-the-art survey article on a major subject in language teaching
# more than 150 abstracts in English
# details of research projects in various countries
# sources of further information for in-depth study — bibliographies and annotations

of recent publications
# subject and author indexes
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